Sneapers; the missing pair in your sneaker collection
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Kicks, tennis shoes, trainers.. No matter what you call them, it’s impossible to imagine today’s
fashion without sneakers. But what does a sneakerhead wear indoors? The new Dutch brand
Sneapers answers this question with the introduction of a cool collection of sneaker slippers. The
slippers are the perfect indoor-footwear for sneaker addicts and the missing pair in your sneaker
collection!
Recently, the Dutch brand Sneapers has launched its official web store Sneapers.com. In the
online shop, sneakerfans with small and big feet are able to buy a pair of sneaker slippers. The
slippers are designed in six eye-catching color combinations and are available in sizes for teens
and adults. With quite a few cold winter days still ahead, Sneapers are the winter musthave of
2016!
The Sneapers-look is inspired by a classic sport shoe and has been developed by the brand’s
own design team. The collection consists of five basic models and one Limited Edition pair. The
most powerful feature of Sneapers cannot be seen; a thick 1-inch foam sole is hidden inside the
slippers and provides extra comfort. The cleverly designed anti-slip sole prevents slippery and
dangerous situations. Of course, Sneapers also do what you’d expect from a pair of slippers;
they keep your feet nice and warm at all times!
The brand Sneapers owes its name to the combination of the words ‘sneakers’ and ‘slippers’.
The Dutch team has been working hard to design and develop its first product line. With the
web store Sneapers.com up and running, the brand is ready to conquer the world with warmth,
comfort and style. Sneapers’ prices range from €34,95 euro for the five basic models and €39,95
euro for the Limited Leopard Edition. Shipping is possible worldwide.
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